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Abstract - -The dimensional reduction method is investigated for solving two-dimensionally inear, 
isotropic elasticity (Au+ (1 +A/#)VV.u+pu = 0) on domain f~d := 12 × (-d,d)  C R 2 by 
semidiscretization techniques in the transverse direction, where p > 0 and f2 = ( -a ,  a). The modelling 
error between the exact solution u and the dimensionally reduced solution u n in E 1 (12 d) is precisely 
obtained as d and n are fixed, where the norm IN' lie I is equivalent to the usual norm I1' IIH*. 
Numerical examples are presented. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -D imens iona l  reduction, Inf-sup conditions, Modelling error. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider a problem for the beam in elasticity on a bounded omain f)d := f~ × I C R 2 
with ~ := ( -a ,  a) and I := (-d,  d), denoted as p(fld, p+, p - ,  p, ~), 
Lu  = pu, 
7u I(z,+d) = p±(x), (1.1) 
~u I(~a,y) = 0, 
Ou2 ctO_~ 2~_~z ~t 
t _~+ +(a+ Jou J '  where p±(x) = (p~(x) ,p~(x) )  t, 7u  =,  ou ox , ox 
0 (0 1 
Oy / 
-Au2- ( l+  Oy\Oz  + 
p >_ O, ~ = A/#, and ~ is one of the operators % which are defined as follows: 
"ylU = (a  + 2) + ~ , u2 and "y2U = Ul '  -~y  "~- OX / ' 
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for u = (Ul,U2) t. Here the constants A > 0 and # > 0 are known as the Lam6 and shear module, 
respectively. Let H(°)(f~ d) := {u 6 Hi(f~ d) [u = 0 on 0fl x ( -d,  d)}. We now define 
{H ~ (f~d) × H(0)(f~d), i f~ = 71, 
H(nd) := H(0) (f~d) x H I (f~d), if ~ = 72. 
Then the weak formulation associated with p(Qd, p+, p - ,  p, ~) is to find u ~ H(l'~ d) such that 
B_, (u,  v) = E F'(v) ,  
i=1 
Vv E H(f~d),  (1.2) 
where Fi(v) = (p+, vi(x, d))n - (pT,, v i (x, -d))n for i = 1, 2 and 
B_p(u, v) = 2(e(u) : e(v)) + ~(tr(e(u)) tr(e(v)) - p(u : v) dx dy. 
d 
The dimensional reduction method for the problem P(f~d, p+, p - ,  p, ~) is to solve its correspond- 
ing reduced problem 12n(P). Let us denote by 
VN := span{¢ l ,¢2 , . . . ,¢N} or 
I f  such a u n exists, we cab u n a reduced solution to ~2n(P). 
Using the integration by parts, we can see that u n solves ~2n(P) if and only if z is a weak 
solution to 
nl  n2 n l  
2 ~ ~ a Z" -(~ + J 2_," . .~.  + ~]  h..~z'.÷. + E( f . .~  - ,d..~)z. 
i= l  i=1 i= l  
= (vt ,  ¢,,~(~)) - (v?, ¢~,~(-~)), 
n2 n l  n2 
z,, , ( ) - Z_~ i,t nt+i - Z he,izi + E (a+2) j~, t -pd i t  zi (1.4) 
i=1 i=1 i=1 
= (p~+. ¢~.~(~)) - (p~. ¢~,~(-~)), 
z~[on=0 and Zn~+t[Of~=O, i f '~='~t,  
zklon 0 and ' = z,~+t[Ofl = 0, if $ = ~2, 
fo rk=l ,2 , . . . ,n l  and £=1,2 , . . . ,n2 ,  
an N dimensional linear subspace of H 1(I) and 
(HI(Q)®Vnt) x (H(°)(Q)®~'n2),  i fT= 'y l ,  
Vn :=  
(H(°)(f~) @ V,~I) x (Ht(Q) @ l)n2)), if ~ = "~2, 
the corresponding tensor product subspace in Ht(f~ d) with n = (nl, n2), where H (°) (f~) = {u E 
Hl(f~) I u = 0 on 0f~} and 
H(n)  ® V. = a~(z)¢~(y) I a~ e H(a  . 
DEFINITION 1.1. The reduced problem Vn( P) with n = (nl, n2) corresponding to p(f~a, p+ p- ,  
n l  P, ~), Vnl := span {¢J}j=l, and Vn, := span  {~J}~l  iS tO find a function u n in Vn satisfying 
2 
B_ .  (u", v) = ~ V'(v), V v ~ v. .  (1.3) 
i=1 
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where di,j = (~l,i,~bl,j)L~(I), di,j = (~b2,i,¢2,j)L2(i), fi,j = (~b~,i, ~P~,j)L2(I), 
! I I 
= ¢2#(y)¢ i , j (y )  - = , a~b2,i(Y)¢l,j (Y) dy. Z,j and h,,j 
d 
The procedure to find a reduced solution in (1.3) is more precisely termed "projection method". 
The procedure was elaborated by Vogelius and Babu~ka [1], by Jensen and Babu~ka [2], by Schwab 
(see [3-5], and by Liu (see [6-10]). They established convergence results of the reduced models 
towards the exact solution. 
In Schwab's thesis [5], he only worked on pure bending for the problem p(~d,  p+ p- ,  p,.~) 
with p = 0 in the space E := {u I [U[E(~,~) < oo), where the energy norm [. [E(~'9 is defined 
2 2 by [U[E(fl,~ ) := I[UI[E,(~d) -- [[U1122(~). He also proved the following results. Assume Pl,b = 0 
and P2,b E HS(f~), (p2,b, 1)fl = (P2,b,X)f~ = 0 and s _> 1/2. Then Vnl ,n2 _> 2, there exists a 
dimensionally reduced solution u n E 1; ~ of p(f~d, p+, p / ,  0, ~) such that V e > 0, 
[u - uniE(f~a) _< Cs(d, e)[rain{n1, n2}] -(2s+l)+e [[P2,bHH(,), 
where Cs depends on d, e. 
Our work consists of both generalizing Schwab's thesis [5] for the bounded domain problem 
and getting more elaborate stimates. In fact, the existence and uniqueness for the weak solution 
u~ in El(12 a) and the reduced solution u~ ~ in Vn to the problem p(f~d,p+,p~-,p,.)) are shown 
in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 for ~ E {s, b} and for p >_ 0, respectively. The error estimate 
between u~ and u~ ~ in the norm [1" [[ E~(Ud) is shown in Theorem 5.2 as our major result. According 
to Theorem 5.2, our approach can take away the number e and gives how the constant Cb(d, e) 
relates to d. In addition, Theorem 5.2 gives us the following facts. 
(i) The method is optimally accurate when d is small and the input data is sufficiently regular. 
(iN) For arbitrary d and input data, the method converges as m ~ c~ with ns = (2m, 2m - 1) 
or nb= (2m -- 1, 2m). 
The outline for the remainder of this paper is as follows. In the second section, we introduce 
some eigenvalue problems which correspond to the beam in elasticity. The third section addresses 
the existence for the exact solution of (1.1). In Section 4, we show the existence for the reduced 
solution to the problem Yn(P). In Section 5, the modeling error between the exact solution and 
the reduced solution in E I (~ d) is analyzed. Section 6 contains numerical results obtained by 
the finite element method with a uniform mesh. These numerical experiments confirm that our 
error estimates are optimal for the stretching part and are not optimal for the bending part. In 
addition, they show that higher models have stronger boundary layer. 
2. EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS FOR THE BEAM 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let K(f~ d) := HI (~ d) × H2(f~d), where Hi is a Hilbert space for i = 1, 2. We 
define the inner product on K(~ d) by 
2 
(U, Y )K  ---- Z(U i ,  Vi)H,, igor U ---- (Ul ,  U2) t, v = (Vx, V2) t E K (f~d), 
i=1 
and the norm by ]lull ~ := (u, U)K 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a sequence {a,~},~>l of reaJ numbers and an orthonormal basis 
{en)n>l of L2(f~ d) such that en E I'I(12 d) N C°°(f~ d) and 
L en ~- an en, 
~/ en I(x,+d) = O, 
Zren I(+a,y) = O. 
in ~'~d, 
(2.1) 
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DEFINITION 2.2. We call a ,  an eigenvalue of (L, 7, z~) and en an eigenfunction corresponding 
tO  Ce n . 
PROOF. Define the bilinear form 
BI(U,V) = Bo(U,V) + (u,v)L~(fl~). 
By Korn's inequality, there is a constant C such that B l (u ,u)  _> C[[U[IH~(fl,~ ). Then B~(u,v) 
satisfies the hypotheses of the Lax-Milgram Lemma and for each f ~ L2(~d), there exists a unique 
element Af ~ Hl(f~ d) such that 
Bl(Af, v )=( f ,v )L , (n , ) ,  for all v ~ H I (Qd) .  
By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 in [8], the proof is complete. 
DEFINITION 2.3. L2(I) := {u = (ul,u2) t ~ L2(I)[ul  is even, and u2 is odd in I}. 
DEFINITION 2.4. L~(I) := {u = (Ul, u2) t ~ L~(I) [ ul is odd, and u2 is even in I}. 
Fix ~ ~ R, and let L¢, 7~ be two operators uch that 
(--05¢1 -[- (O/-[- 2)~2¢1 -[- (O~ -[- 1)~0_ ¢2 
L~O(~, y) = OY5 _, 02¢~ 1)~0¢,OY ) _(~ + ~)_ff~_y~ + ~2¢~ _ (~ + 
and 
¢~) (o 1 o ' 
for ¢ = (¢I, ¢2) ~. 
LEMMA 2. I. Let I = (-d, d). Given ~ E R, there exists a sequence {A~(~)}i_>o o[ real numbers, the 
union of ~wo nondeereasing sequences of {A,,i(~)}~>o and {Ab,i(~)}(>_o, and an orthonormal basis 
{¢~(e, ~)b>_o o~.5(I), the union o~two orthonorma~ sets o~ {¢,#(~, ~)h_>o and {e~,~(~, )}~>o ~ 
L~(I) and L~(I), respectively, such that 
L¢ (I)6,i(~,y) = A~,i(~) (I)a,i(~, y), 
7~ (I)&i(~, +d) = 0, 
VyE I ,  
for ~ ~ {s, b}. 
In addition, for fixed ~ # O, the values A~,i(~) are positive, A(~) = As#(~) are completely deter- 
mined by 
(~2 __ W(~)) 2 ~11 sin/91d cos/92d + 4/95~ 5 cos/91d sin B2d = 0, (2.2) 
and A(~) = Ab,i(~) are given by 
(~2 _ w(~)) 2/9~1 sin/92dcos/91d + 4/91~ 5 cos/92dsin/91d = 0, (2.3) 
where ~(~) = A(~) - ~5,/91 = V fS~, /95  = V(~(O - t~5)/(t + i), and e = ~ + I. 
PROOF. This is Lemma 2.2 in [II]. | 
DEFINITION 2.5. We ca]led A6,~(~) an eigenva]ue of (L¢, 7~) and ¢~,i(~, y) an eigen[unction cor- 
responding to A&i(~). 
By the same notation as in Lemma 2.1, the set {<I,s,i(~, Y)}~o U {~I'b,i(~,Y)}~o f rms an or- 
thonormal basis of L2(I) such that 
Bo(¢6#,v)(¢) = A6,((¢)(C>6,(,v)~.2(1), Vv ~ HI(1), 
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for 6 • {s, b}, where 
(2.4) 
for u = (Ul,U2) t and v = (Vl,VU) ~. Comparing (2.2),(2.3) in Lemm~ 2.1 with functions wt, w~#, 
and Wb#, which were given by Theorems 3.2-3.5 in [11], we c~n denote Ab#(~) by ~2 +d-Uwb,i(~Ud2) 
for i > 0, and express A~,i as 
~,#(~) = 
2~ u, 
~ + d-=~ (~=dU), 
d + d-=~l (~=d~), 
~u + d-U~,,, (~a~) , 
~2 + d-2w,# (~2d2) ,
for f = 1 and i = 0, 
fo rg> 1 ~nd i=0,  
for l = 1 and i = 1, 
fo rg> 1 and i= l ,  
fo r t= l  and i>2.  
In addition, we have 
and 
A~,0(~) ___ (3 -  x/5)~2_> ~u 
~4d2 
(3+~Ud2) , if~Ud u<3,  
A~,0(~)> ~u 
~-, if~Ud 2 >3.  
If~Ud u <3,  then l+Ab,0(~) >_2~Ud/~/3+~Ud 2 >_2d(2/v~. Thus, we get 
(2 .~)  
v/6) (i + Ab 0(~)), ~2< 2+-~E V~ • R. (2.6) 
LEMMA 2.2. Fix ~ 6 R.  Let {@~#(~, Y)}~>0 be an orthonormal basis of L~(I)  for which @~,~(~, y) 
is an eigeaftmction corresponding to A~,~(~) for 6 6 {s, b}. Let p be not an eigenva/ue of (L¢, 7¢), 
and let ¢~,~(~, y) := (¢~,~(~, y), 2 ¢6,~(~,y). Then 
c¢ 2 -u . -  d) 2 
j:O 
{ coshBldcosh3ud, B[ i#2 s inh Bid sinh Bud, - - X  B21B1 sinh Bid sinh Bud, 
coshBldcoshB2d, 
i f6  = s and k = 1, 
i f6  = s and k = 2, 
i f6  = b and k = 1, 
i f6  = b and k = 2, 
and 
oo 1 U 
2~ (2d - p) j:0 A~,J(~) - P = - (2d  - p) - p~8,~(¢)b~,u(~)  a~(~)  ' 
where 31 = ~ -  P, 32 = ~/~2 _ p / (a  + 2), as,t(~) = (2~ 2 - P)coshB2d, bs,i(~) = 2~ coshBtd, 
ab, t(~) = (2~ 2 -- p)B2 t sinhBud, bs,2(~) = (~2 + BU)Bi-i sinhBtd, bb,2(~) = (2~ 2 - P)coshBtd, 
gs (~) = (2~ 2 - p)2Blt sinh Bid cosh B2d - 432~ 2cosh Bid sinh B2d, and gb(~) = /321 sinh Bud cosh 
3id - 431~ 2cosh3udsinBid. In particular, for p = -1,  we have 
2 [¢kj(~,d)12 < { al-Xc°th~l d-< (1 +d - I )  a~-l, 
j=0 As, j (~)+l  - a~- l tanha id_<a i  -1,
i fk -- 1, 
(2.7) 
i fk = 2, 
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and 
~¢ 2 Cbk,j(~,d) 2 ( db~ltanhald, ilk = 1, 
Z $b j (~)+l  < dba~Zcoth~ld, i l k=2,  j=0 
_~ 2 ¢~,j(~, d) 2 (db 
j=0 ~b,j(~) "~- 1 - < + d -1V~b/) C~ll~ 
where db= 1 + 3/(2d), al  = v /~ + 1 and ~2 = V/~ 2 + 1/(c~ + 2). 
PROOF. Let us consider the problems 
L¢uk(y) = puk(y), V y C I ,  
%, uk I~=+d = (+~1,~, ~2,k) ~, 
and 
L~Uk(y) = pu~(y), Vy ~ I, 
7~ U~ [~=~U = (~1,~, +~:,~)t, 
for k = 1, 2, where 5i,~ is the Kronecker delta. It is easily checked that 
1 ( cosh f~ly -~cosh f~2y ~ (as j (~)  ~ 
wk(~'Y) = gs(~) -~fl~-~sinh~ly ~2sinhf~2y ] b~,~(~),] 
and 
1 -~f~21 sinh ~2y ~ ab,j(~) Wbk(~'Y) -- gb-(~) ( f~l sinh~ly 
-~coshf~y cosh~2y ] ( bb,j(~) ) 





oo 2¢~,i(~, d) 
w (e, = _ 
i----O 
It follows from (2.12)-(2.14) that 
k 2 oo 2 ¢&~.(~,d) 
jffiO 
-p  / cosh~ldcosh~2d, ~i~2s inh~lds inh~2d,  x ~lBls inh~lds inhB2d,  
coshBldcosh~2d, 
i f  ~f = s and  k = 1, 
i f  ~i = s and  k = 2, 
if~f = b and k = 1, 
if~f = b and k = 2. 
(2 .14)  
Thus, we get 
i=0 
where a~,, = (w k, ¢&,)L2(1). Using integration by parts and L~w~ = pw~, we obtain 
ak 1 1 
a,{ = p (L(w6 k, Ca,/)L2(l) = p (wk, L(¢a,')L2(l) -- ¢6k,,((,d), 
which implies that 
1 ha ~) a~# ---- -p¢&i(~,d), and so ak,, ---- Aa,,(¢) - P" 
wk = Z ak, '¢a,'(~'y)' 
solve (2.10) and (2.11), respectively, where as,l(~) = (2~ 2 -  p)coshf~2d, bs,l(~) = 2~cosh~ld, 
as,2(~) = 2~2 sinhf~2d, bs,2(~) = (~2 + f~2)~-1 sinhf~ld, f~l = V~ - P, f~2 = x/~ 2 - P/(a + 2), 
ab,l(~) = (2~ 2 -  p)f~lsinhf~2d, bb, l(~) = 2~f~lsinhf~ld, ab,2(~) = 2~coshf~2d, and bb,2(~) = 
(2~ 2 - p) cosh Bid. 
Since {¢a#(~, y)}i_>o is an orthonormal basis of L2(I), we have 
(x) 
(2.13) 
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By (2.14), we see from (2.12) and (2.13) that 
oo 2¢~#(~, d)¢2,,(~, d) = _ (2~2_p) _pg_~l(~)a~,l(~)bs,2(~)" 2¢ (2~ ~ - p) wt,2(e, d) = 2¢ (2~ ~ - p) ~ ~#(~) _ p 
i=0 
By the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [8], (2.7) and (2.8) follow. In addition, 
d) 2 f 3 oo 2 ¢~,j(~, alcothald<_ (db+d- 'v / -~a-~ 1, if~2 -< (2d----)' 
_< 
Z )~b,j -~ 1 3 
7=0 dba~ 1 cothald < (db+ d- lx /~ a~ 1, if ~2 > (2d---~' 
where db= (1 + 3/(2d)), ax = ~ + 1, and as = v/~ "2 + 1/(a + 2). Therefore, the proof is 
complete. | 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let fd  = f × I, where f = ( -a,a)  and I = (-d,d).  Let #i = iTr/(2a) for 
i >_ O, h2n(X) -~ 1/v/'acos(l~2nX), ho(z) = 1 /v~,  and h2n-l(X) = 1/x/-dsin(#2n-lz) for n >_ 1. 
Denote by {Aij}j°°__0 all the eigenvalues of (L,,, 7•,). Let {(I)j(#~, Y)}j~--0 be an orthonormal 
basis of L2(I) such that (I)j(#i, y) is an eigenfunction corresponding to A4j. Then the sequence 
{A4,j }4j>0 consists of all eigenvalues of (L, 7, z/). Moreover, the sequence {ei,j (x, y) }4j >0 forms 
an orthonormal basis of L2(~ d) such that e4,j is an eigenfunction of ( L, % ~/) corresponding to 
the eigenvalue A4j, where ~j(#4, Y) 1 2 = (¢j (#4, Y), Cj (#4, Y))~, 
{ (h,(~)¢~(~,y),~4(~)¢~(~4,y)) ~  i f~=~,  
ei,j(x, y) -- (-h4(x)¢}(#4, y), h4(x)¢~(/~4, y))t, i f~/= "~2, 
-ho(x) = O, and -~¢(x) = ,7~h~(x)  for i > O. 
PROOF. This is the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [11]. | 
3. EXISTENCE FOR THE EXACT SOLUTION 
DEFINITION 3.1. For s e R, the space H~(f)  is the closure of C°°(~) in the norm [[ • [[g¢(n). 
Let {#n}n>0 be a sequence of all eigenvalues of ( -A ,  ~) and {hn}n>0 be an orthonormal basis 
of L2(f)  such that -A  hn = #n hn and 7 hn = 0 on Of, where 7 = 70 and ~ = 71 is the trace or 
normal derivative operator, respectively. For v E C~( f ) ,  we define 
oo  
II~ll~¢ := ~(1  + ,~)'1~41 :, 
4=0 
where ai = (v, h4)L2(~). For u := (ul,u2) t ~ C°°(f) ,  we define 
{ IlUlll~g I + Ilu~ll~g o, i f~  = ;n, 
Ilull~ := 
Iluxll~ ° + Ilu~ll~¢ 1, if~ -- % 
REMARK 1. In general, the norm [l'[In~ (~) is not equivalent to the norm II" I IH ~ (fl) for nonnegative 
integer k, which is defined as follows: 
2 
[[ul[h~ := ~ ~ [[Dau4][~2, for u := (ul,u2) t ~ C ~ (~).  
4=1 0<lal<k 
For example, letting fl = (0, 1), we have two orthonormal bases {h,~} and (hn} of L2(f)  such 
that -h~ = #nhn, -h~ = #~hn, h" = 0 on 0ff, and hn = 0 on Of, where #n = n2~r 2, 
ho(x) = 1, hn(x) = x/2cosnrx, and hn(x) = x/2sinn~rx. It is easily checked that the vector 
function f(x) :-- (1, 1) ~ does not belong to H~(f) ,  but f(x) belongs to Hk(fl) for any nonnegative 
integer k. 
REMARK 2. Let the space HS(f)  be the closure of infinitely differentiable continuous functions 
with compact support on f in the norm tl • [[n~(~). Then the norm [[ • HH~(fl) is equivalent to the 
norm 11 • I[H~(~) in the space Hk( f )  for nonnegative integer k. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. For a < O, the space Ha(Q d) is the closure of C°°(-~ J) in the norm [[-[[Ho(a.). 
Ilull~,a~ := IlullH~(a.) := sup f~  UlVl -~ U2V2 dx 
.~H-o I l v l lH - - (a~)  ' 
where u = (ut, u2) t and v : (Vl, v2) t. 
DEFINITION 3.3. E I (~ d) := {v • L2(~d) [ [IvH~, < oo}. 
El(~2 d) is defined as 
(u, v)~, = £~ 2(e(u) 
and the norm Ilvll~, = (v,v)E1. 
The inner product of u and v in 
: e(v)) + a(tr(e(u)) tr(e(v)) dx + (U,V)L2(nd), 
DEFINITION 3.4. Hs(~ d) := {u = (Ul,U2) t • H(~ d) [Ul(Z,y) is even in y, and u2(x,y) is odd 
in y for almost all fixed x in f~ }. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Hb(Q d) :--- {u = (Ux,U2) t • H(~ d) [Ul(X,y) is odd in y, and U2(x,y) is even 
in y for almost all fixed x in ~ }. 
REMARK. The weak solution u • H I (~ u) of the beam problem can be decomposed into a 
stretching part us • Hs(F~ d) and a bending part Ub • Hb(f~d). The subsets Hs(~ d) and 
Hb(~ d) of I-II(~2 d) are closed and orthogonal with respect o the inner product (., ")El. That 
is, Hl( f l  d) = Hs(fl d) ~ Hb(fld). 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that P8 • H~l/2(fl) for ~f • {s,b}, where p~ = (pt,6,p2,6) t. Let ~ be a 
set of all eigenvalues of (L, 7, ~ ). Let p be not in E and ~ := min~e~ [p - a[. Then B_p(U,V) is 
a bilinear form on H(f~ d) x H(fl ~) such that 
(i) 
IB-p(u,v)l _< (t + IPl)llull~,llvllE', Vu, v • H (f~d), 
(ii) 
inf sup IB_o(u,v)l > (Z+ (I+IPl-------J)) -~, 
Ilu11~1=1 IIv11~1_<1 
(iii) 
sup IB-p(U,v)l >0, forveH(~a) ,  
uEH(• a) 
and there exists a unique element u~ 6 H(~ d) such that 
(iv) 
B_p(u6,v) = F6(v), Vv E H (f~d), 
v#O,  
(v) 
IluslIE'Cn") < (1+ (i -~lpl)) C~llP~llH;,,=Ca), 
where Fs (v) = 2 ~-~=l<pi,s, vi(x,d) + (-1) i+lv,(x,-d))f l ,  Cs = (1 + d-t)  U2, Fb(v) = 
2 ~-~.~=l(P~,b, Vi(X, 4) + (--i)~v~(x, -d))n,  Cb =(db + d-lv/-a~) U2, and db = 1 + 3/(24). 
PROOF. PART I. The bilinear form 
B_p(u,v) = .~ 2(e(u) : e(v)) + a(tr(e(u)) tr(e(v)) 4x - P(U, V)L2(nd) 
_< Sl(U,V) + pHIlIIL2HVIIL~ _< (l "4-IpI)HUIIE, IIV]IE,, 
by Cauchy inequality. 
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PART II. Fix u E H(~d). Then B_p(u, v) is a bounded linear functional on H(fl  a) and there is 
a unique element z E H(12 ~) such that 
(z,v)~,(n~) = B_a(u,v), Vv E H (rid), (3.1) 
by the Lax-Milgram Lemma. Using Theorem 2.1, we have an orthonormal basis {en}n_>i of 
L2(fl d) such that en E H(fl d) ~ C°°(Qd), L(=,v ) en = anen, and 
B0(en,v) = Czn(en,V)L2(fla), VV e H (rid). 
Now z E H(~d), we obtain z = ~--~ic°__l aiei, where ai = (z, ei)L2(na). Taking v = en in (3.1), we 
have 
(1 + czn)(z,e~)L~(n~ ) = (an - p)(u,e~)L~(na). 
Thus, we can write 
and so 
OO 
E an+l  u = - - a n  en,  
n=l  an  - -  p 
.=z  \an  - p ]  
< max E(1  + a,0la,~l 2 < 1 + - -  Ilzll~l(n.), 
a~ \an  -p /  n=l  - ~7 
which implies that IlullEl(nn) _< (1 + (1 + Ipl)/rl)llzliEa(na). Taking v = z/llzllE~ in (3.1), we get 
( , ) (  - ) 
which proves (ii). 
PART III. By the same method as in (II), we have, for every v E H(O d) with v #- 0, there is 
z E H(~2 a) such that B_p(z, v) > 0 which proves (iii). 
PART IV. Next, we want to claim F6(v) is a bounded linear functional on H(Oa). If this is done, 
then there exists a unique solution u6 E H(~ d) such that 
B_p(u~,v) = Fs(v), Vv E H (n d) 
by the inf-sup condition in [I.B.]. 
Let {¢~,j(#i, Y)}~°=o be an orthonormal basis of L~(I) such that ¢,,j(#i, Y) is an eigenfunction 
of (Lg,,7~,) corresponding the eigenvalue a~,j. From Proposition 2.1, we get that the sequence 
{e$,j(x, Y)}i,j_>0 forms an orthonormal basis of L~(nd); e$,j is an eigenfunction of (L, 7, 7) corre- 
sponding the eigenvalue a 6 • where i,3 ' 
e~,j(x,y) 
(__~i(x)¢ l , j (#, ,y) ,h i (x)O~, j (#, ,y)) t ,  if ~ = 72, 
¢6,j(#i,Y) x . 2 t i r / (2a)  for i > 0, ho(z) 1/v~-a, hn(z)  #;Xhk(z ) ,  = (¢ed(#*,Y),¢6d(#~,Y)) , #i = _ = = 
h2n(x) = 1/v/'acos(#2nx), h2n- l (x)  = 1/v~sin(#2,~-lX) for n >_ 1, and h0(x) = 0. For simplicity, 
1 2 t H6(~d) , thenv~(x ,y )  oo 6 we now consider the case q = 71. If v6 := (v 6, v,)  e = ~i , j>o a i je , , j (x ,  y) 
and 
2 
]Fs(v6)l = ~= (pk,6,v~(x,d)) n < ]]p6]lH~,/2(n)]lV~(.,d)llH~_/2(n), (3.2) 
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where ai,j - - - -  (v~,e/~,j)L~(f~a). 
L2(I) for fixed #i, we have 
Because the sequence {~d(#i ,  y)}j°°__ 0 is an orthonormal basis of 
v6(x,d) = E ai,je~,j(x,d), 
i,j>_o 
oo  




11'4(, d) -- ~ I~,~1 +-.~, 
i= l  
OG where c~, i = Y~j=0 ai, jckj(#i, d) for k = 1, 2. 
By applying Cauchy inequality and by Lemma 2.2 for ~ = #i, we get 
¢~j (#i, d) ~ oo 
IcLl~ <- j=o ~ 1~- i  6] ) (1 +a~,j)lai, j l  ~ 
1 + d -1, 
j=0 db, 
db + d-lx/-~, 
if~i = s and k = 1, 
if ~ = s and k = 2, 
if~f = b and k = 1, 
if~f = b and k = 2, 
(3.3) 
where db= 1 + 3/(2d). It follows from (3.3) that 
oo  Oo 
2 = ~ I~LI ~ (1 +.~)1/2 + ~ 14,12 (1 + p2)1/2 Ilvd', d) llH~,'"Ca) 
/=0  /=0 
{ l+d -1, i f~=s,  
_< Ilvetl~l(a.) db + d-lv~, if ~f = b. 
if~ = s, 
if ~f = b, 
(3.4) 
It is easily seen from (3.2) and (3.4) that 
( l+d-1) 1/2, 
IF~ (v6)l _< IIP~IIH;-~Cn)II'~llE,(n~) (db + d-yV '~ 1/2 , 
i f5 = s, 
i f5 = b. 
(3.5) 
By (ii) and (3.5), there is an element w~ E H~(~ d) with IIw~[IEl(n~) _< 1 such that 
1 + (1 + Ip[_______~)) -1 
Ilu~IIE'(a~) --~ [B_p (u6, wa)[ = IRa (wa)[ 
(1 + d-l) 1/2 Hp~HH;,/2(n), 
-< (db -F d -Xv~)1 /2  iip~tlH;1/2(n) ' 
if~f = s, 
if~ = b, 
and thus, 
HU6HEI(CI~) ~_ (1 - t - ( - - -~x)C$ , ,p6[ ,H~I /2  , 
where C8 = (1 + d-l) 1/2 and Cb =(db + d- lye)  1/2. This proof is complete. 
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4. EX ISTENCE FOR THE REDUCED SOLUTION 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let n, n~ {p~(t)}~= 1 and {q~(t)} = 1 be two sets in Hl(Io) such that both sets axe 
orthonormal in L2(I0), where Io =: (-1,1). Let n = (nl,n2) be a pa/r of nonnegative integers. 
Define sn( I ) :=  {u (E~=I aipi(y/d), "~ = ~j=x bjq~(y/d)) ~ I a~ and bj are real numbers}, where 
I := f -d ,  d). 
The following proposition will be used to prove Theorem 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Given ~ E R, there exists a set of{A~(~)} of real numbers and an orthonormal 
basis {k~n(~, y)} of Sn(I) such that 
n n 2 sn( I ) ,  Bo(kl'n,v)(~) = Ai (~)(~i ,V)L (I), Vv e (4.1) 
for n = (n 1, n2), where 
d (0 .1  (Or1 __~V 2 + ~2~tlV1-[- 0y 0y B0(u, v)(0 = - ~u~ 2 - - - -  ~\  oy \-~-y 
+ a ~ul + Oy ] ~vl + Oy ] 
for u = (ul,u2) t and v = (vl,v2) t. In addition, the values A~(~)d 2 depend only on ~2d2 and n. 
PROOF. By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.1 in [8], the proof is complete. | 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f~ = ( -a ,a) .  Assume that P6 := (Pl,6,P2,6) t E H~1/2(12) for 6 E {s,b}. 
Let {A~,j }j~0 be a sequence of all the eigenvalues of (Lug, 7u~) such that Ai,j <_ A~,j+ 1 for j >_ 0, 
where #i iTr/(2a) for i > 0. Let p ~ { i,j}i,j=o, and let 7? := mini j>o IP Ai,jl. Suppose that 
IAn lnl+n2 {@~(#i, Y)} is an orthonormal basis of Sn( I) in the norm L2(I) and I i , j  J j= l  i s  the set of real 
n A n . for j=2 ,3 , .  ,nx+n2and numbers uch that Aid_l ~- ~,3 "" 
Bo (~,  v) (u,) = A". . " ,,3(ffJj,V)L2(1), Vv H sn(1) • 
Assume that J is the set of pairs ( i , j)  of integers uch that Ai,j <_ p and 0 <_ j <_ nl q-n2 - 1. 
A n Let e(n) := max0,i)~j [ i,j+l - Ai,j[. Then B_p(u, v) is a bilineax form on Vn(fl a) x Vn(f~ d) such 
that 
(i) 
/ (1 + Ipl) inf sup IB-o(u,v)l > [1+ 




sup IB_p(u,v)l>O, fo rveV. ( f ld ) ,  v#0,  
uEV.(~ d) 
and there exists a unique element u~ E Yn(f~ d) such that 
B_ . (~Lv)  = F~(-.'), Vv  • V. (~d), 
(iv) 
( (, +,.I) 
Ilu~'ll,~,(n,,) < 1 + (~--_-~[-fi-))) 
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where Fs(v) 2 2 = ~]i=l (Pi,s, vi(x, d) + (-1)i+lvi(x , -d ) )a ,  Cs (1 + d-l) 1/2, Fb(v) = = ~"~i=l(Pi,b, Vi
(x,d) + (- i ) iv i (x, -d))n,  C b --~ (db + d - lye)  1/2, and db= 1 + 3/(2d). 
PROOF. PART I. Fix u • Vn(f~d). We now want to show that there exists a unique element 
z • Vn(fl d) such that 
(~..,.)~.(~.) = B_Au, v), Vv • Vn (ad). (4.2) 
Let ho(x) = 1lye-d, h2n(x) = 1/v/'acos(#2nx), h2n-l(X) = 1/v/as in(#2,- lX) ,  ho(x) = 0, and 
h oo -hn(x) = #nlh' (x)  for n > 1. Then each of sequences { i(x)}i= o and {hi(x)}~= 1 forms an 
orthonormal basis of L2(f0, and so 
u(~,y)  = 
n i+n2 c~ 
E Z aijen, j (x'y)' 
j= l  i=0 
where a,,j = (u, en, j)L2(nd), k~(#i ,  y) = (¢J(#i, Y), ¢~'(#i, y))t, and 
e n. = { (h,(x)¢~(#i,y),-h~(x)¢ 2 (#i,y)) t , i f~ = "~1, 
"~ (--hi(x)¢~(#i,y),hi(x)¢2(#~,y)) t  i f~=~2.  
e .n . Thus, Bo(u, e~,j) = A n.  (u ,e~, j )L2(ad) .  Taking v = in (4.2), we have 't,J ~,3 
(1 + An j) (z,e~,j)L2(fVq = (Ainj - p) (u, einj)L2(nd). 
This implies that z(x, y) = z_,j=l Y~i=o bi,jen, j( x, Y), where 
An (1 + An, j)  bi,j = ( i,j - P) a,,j. (4.3)  
If (i,j) E J, then 
- -  - -  A n - -  m n _ e (n) .  IA[j+I pI->IA,,j pl- l , , j+l -A, , j l>n ,..,a~:.lAij÷l Ai , j [ :o-  
An - - i,j+l > Ai,j. Hence, we have claimed If (i,j) ~ J, then [ i,j+l P[ > IAi,j - p[ > n since A n _ 
A n - - e(n). min mini ~,j p[ > n 
l< j<n l+n2 i>O 
(4 .4)  
Using (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain 
nx+n2 oo n l+n2 oo 
Ilull~,(,~) = ~ ~ (A,",j + 1)la,,jl 2 = ~ ~ (A,nj + 1) 
j--, ~=0 j=l ,=0 
(1+ Iol1 ~5"'+"' o~ 
< 1 + (~- - ;~-~) ]  Z Z (Ain, J + 1)Ib,,jl 2 
j r1  i=O 
(1+ IPl) ~2 
= 1 + (~ ' - - -e ( -~) ]  Ilzll~,(n~), 
A~,j + 1 2 
Ib,,512 
Ai, j - p 
which implies that [[U[[E,(nd) _< (1 + (1 + [p[)/Q] -- e(n)))[[z[[E1. Taking v = z/[lz[lEl in (4.2), we 
get 
B_p u, = z, = Ilzll~, > 1 + ( I+Ip l )  ~- l l lu l l~,(n~),  
E' - (~/ -  e (n ) )  J 
which shows (i). Since B_p(u,  v) is a symmetric bilineax form, (ii) is derived by (i). 
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PART II. We know that F~(v) is a bounded linear functional on H(fla). It follows that F6(v) is 
a bounded linear functional on Vn(12 d) c H(fld). Since B_p(u, v) satisfies the inf-sup condition, 
then there exists a unique solution u~ E Vn(fl d) such that 
B_p (uL v) = Fs(v), v e V. (rid). 
From the proof of Theorem 3.1, we see 
( l+d-1)  /2 i f6=s ,  
IF~(v)l-< [[P~llH;~/2(n)tlVllE~(n") × (db + d - lx /~ 1/2 , if 6 = b, 
for all v E H6(Qd), where db= 1 + 3/(2d). Hence, by (i), there is an element w~ E ~;n(~ d) with 
IIw611E, _< 1 such that 
(l+{p[) ~-1 
1 + (77 - e (n ) ) /  Ilu['llE,(n.) -< IB-p (uLw~)l -- IF~ (m) l  
{ ( l+d-1)  U2, i f6=s ,  
_< [Ip6iln;1/~(n)IIw~ilE,(n.) × (db + d- lv~ 1/2 , if 5 = b, 
and so (1+ Ipl) '~ 
llu~ll~,(n,,)-< c~ 1 + (~-_ - -e -C~)]  [IPsllH~-','hn), 
where C, = (1 + d-l) 1/2 and Cb = (db+ d- lx /~)  1/2. 1 
5. ERROR EST IMATE 
In this section, we will estimate the modeling error in E l(f~d) between the exact solution u and 
the reduced solution u~ ~ to the problem p(~d, p+, p-~, p, z,/) for some space Vn = (H(f~) (~ H,~ 
(I)) x (S(f~)t~)II,2(I)) for n = (nl,n2), where I := (-d, d) and Hp(I)is the space of all the 
polynomials of degree <_ p. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let I = (-d,d), and let ~ E R. Let u • HI(I). We define the norm of 
2 U = (U1,722) t 18 Ilull~(¢,,) = B0(u,u)(~) + Ilull~(,), where B0(u, u)(~) is defined by (2.4). 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Its proof can be found in the 
proof of Lemma 5.1 in [8]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Fix ~ • R. Assume that u(e)(y) • HI(I) with I := ( -d ,d) ,  where ~ = 2M and M 
is a natural number. I fu  is in L~(I) (L~(I)), then there exists a function h • He(l) x He-i(/) 
(h • I'It-l(/) × He(I)) such that 
I l u  - 2 (g+3)d2kCek(u(k):(~,i) U(k) 2 ) (5.1) hl lE(¢' l )  --< 2 ' + (a  + 1)~ 2 L2(X) , 
for k = 0, 1, 2,. . . ,  ~, where Ce,k = (~ - k)!/(g + k)! and lip(I) is the space of ali the polynomials 
of degree <_ p. 
REMARK. Fix ~ • ~, and let u be in L2(I) N Hi(I). Then u = ~0a i¢~#(~,y) ,  where 
{¢~#(~, Y)}i>0 is an orthonormal basis of L~(I). It follows from (2.5) and (2.6) that 
OO 4 
oo  
~(,x~#(~) + 1)1a~1 ~ < ~llull~(e,,), if 6 = s, (5 .2)  ~211ull~=(i ) = ~--~21a~l 2 < g 
i=0  i=0 
and 
v~ (~b,~(~) + 1)la~l 2 < 2 + ~g II IIE(~,I), ~2[luil~.=(x)_< 2+~ ~=0 
In view of (5.2) and (5.3), we get from (5.1) that 
Ilu 2 (~ + 3)d2kCek (llu(k)ll~<~,x)) - hHE(¢,1 ) < r~ , , 
for even k, where r8 = (41 + 7)/6 and Tb = 1/2 + (a + 1)(1 + x/6/(4d)). 
The following theorem will be used in estimating modelling error in E 1 (f~d). 
if 6 = b. (5.3) 
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THEOREM 5.1. Assume that pe s := (4-pl,s,p2,s) t pb :k :---- (Pl,b, =t=p2,b) t are in H.~(fl) and t is 
a real number with t > -1 /2 .  Let #i = i~r/(2a) for i >>_ O. Let { i,J}j---o be the set of ali 
eigenvalues o f (L ,%~)  such that { i,J}3=0 = {)%,j(#i)}j_>o u {Abj(#i)}~>o, where A~j(#~) is an 
eigenvalue of ( L~,, %, ) such that & i ( pi , y) is an eigen~unction [ ( L~,, 7~ ) in L~(I) corresponding 
oo to A6j(#i) for 6 • {s,b}. Let p ~. { i,J}ij=o, and let z]6 = mini,j>o IP - A~j(#i)l Assume that 
u6 • H6(gI d) is an exact solution of the problem P(12 d, p+, p[ ,  p, ~/). Then there is h • l;n~ (~-/d), 
where ns = (f , f  - 1) t and n b ---- (g -- 1,g) t with f >_ 2, and constants k6(d), C~(d),C~(5,d) such 
that 
[ ]u~ - h[]El(~.) _< 2d~e~v~Cl(d)C2(5, d)flt/2+l/4dt+~/2[[p6[[H~,, 
where m is the smallest even integer with m > t + 1/2 and m <_ g, fl = ((~ + 3)Ct,m) l/m, 
C~,m = (~ - rn)!/(~ + m)!, T~ = (4a + 7)/6, ~b = 1/2 + (a + 1)(1 + v~/(4d),C~(d) = max{5m + 1, 
6flm/2(f i l /2d)m-t-1/2}, 05 ---- 1 + (1 + ]P[)/~]6, 62(8, d) = (1 + d- l )  1/2, C2(b, d) =(db + d- lv~b)  1/2, 
d~ = 1, and db= 1 + 3/(2d). 
PROOF. If U~ • H6(fl d) is a solution of the problem P(f l  ~, p+, p~-, p, ~), then u6 solves 
B_p(u& v) = F6(v), Vv C nH (lid) , (5.4) 
for 6 • {s, b}, where Fs (v) 2 2 = ~i=:(pi,~,vi(x,d) + ( -1) i+~vi(x,-d))~ and Fb(V) ---- ~-~i=l(Pi,b, Vi 
(x,d) + (-i)~v~(x,-d))~. Let ho(x) l i ve ,  hn(x) -~  ' = = #n hn(x), h2n(z) =- 1/vfacos(#2n 
x), h2n-~(x) = 1/vfasin(#2n-lX) for n :> 1, and ho(x) = 0. For simplicity, we now consider 
the case ~ = "~1. Letting 
co  
u~(x, y) = E (a~l# (y)hi(x)' a~2#(Y)-hi(x)) t (5.5) 
i=O 
6 a 5 t and applying (5.5) to (5.4), we obtain that ~6,~ := (%#(Y), 2#(Y)) is a weak solution of 
L~, a(y) = p a(y), 
-t- s s t 
")'., a [y=+d ( f l# ,  = , 
%,, a [y=+d = (flb#, ±:~,,)b t, 
Vy• I ,  
if 5 = s, 
if 5 = b, 
(5.6) 
where f~,i = (Pl,6, hi)n and f26i = (P2,~, hi)n. This is a parameter dependent two-point boundary 
6 1 6 w 2 value problem on I. It is easily seen that ~6,i = f~,iw6(#i,Y) + f~.,i 6(#i,Y) solves (5.6), where 
w~(~,y)= 1 ( coshflxy -~coshf l2y) (as j (~)~ (5.7) 
g~(~) \-~fl i -Xsinhfl ly f12sinh/32y ~,b~j(~)] 
and 
w~(~,y) = ~ -ecoshf l lycoshf l2y ) \ bb,j(e) ' 
for j = 1, 2, where as,1 (~) = (2~ 2 - p) cosh fl2d, bs,x (~) = 2~ cosh fixd, as,2 (~) = 2~2 sinh fl~d, 
bs,2(~) = (~2+Z2)Z{-x sinh f~xd, fix = v /~-  P, ~2 = x/~ 2 - p/(~ + 2), ab, l(~) = (2~ 2 _p)fl~x sinh 
&d, bb,x(~) = 2~ZlsinhZld, ab,2(~) = 2~cosh~d, bb,2(~) = (2~ 2-  p)coshflxd, and g6(~) = 
a&l(~)b&2(~) -a&2(~)b&x(~) for 5 • {s,b}. 
Let m be the smallest even number with m >_ t+1/2  and m _< l. Taking no, nx as the 
greatest nonnegative integer such that #20 << p,#21 -p / (~ + 2) < f l - ld-2 for which tim = 
(g + 3)(~ - m)!/(g + m)!, we may decompose u6 = u6,1 -{- U6,2 for 6 • {s, b}, where US, l(X, y) = 
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It is easily checked that  Ilu~l121m~) = Ilu,~,lllE,(~,,) + Ilu~,~ll~,(a,,) and 
2 ~ ~ I1~,~11~(.,,~) < 2 ~ 1S2,41 ~ ~ ~ = IIw ,,ll~(.,,,), 
i=n~+l  i=n~+l  k=l  
(5.9) 
where wk, i(y) = w~(gi ,y) .  By Lemma 5.1 for ~ = #4 and its remark, there are hs,i • 1-It(l) × 
H~_~(I) and hb,i • H~-I( I)  x I-It(I) such that 
h 2 t3 rad2m dmO2~,4 2
I I~ ,~ - ~#IIE(.,,I) -< r~ ~ E(.,,I)' 
for 5 • {s,b}, where f~m = ( / ?÷3) (e_m)! / (g+m)! ,  Ts = (4a÷ 7)/6, rb = 1/2 ÷ (a÷ 
1)(1 ÷ vf6/(4d)), and I-Iv(1 ) is the space of all the polynomials of degree _< p. Take v~(x,y) = 
~-~n~=o(h~l#(Y)hi(x), ~,4(y)-fq(x)) t Then v~ • ~,~ (f~d) and 
nl  nl  
llu6,i 2 h 2 J3md2mE dm@6'i 2 
- v ,~ l l~ l (ad)  = ~ I1~,~# - ~,~11~;¢.,,1) <- r~ II d-'J~---IIE¢~..i) 
i=0 i=0 
n~ 2 draw k I12 
< 2,~Z~d ~ ~ ~ I sL I  ~ ~ "~"  II , 
i=0 k----1 dym nE(tzi,I) 
(5.10) 
where wk,4(y) = w~(/~4,y). We can see from (5.7) and (5.8) that 
O~w~ = (z~_~_  ~7) '~  . -~  c ~ w~ ~m w ~ 
OY m m ~tJk,kW6 -- 1,2 5) q- ~3-k  5, 
for k = 1, 2, where C~j(~) -- a6,i(~)b6,j(~)/g~(~) for i , j  • {1, 2}. Then 
m W k ÷ Iz~-kl II ~11,~(~.,). 
(5.11) 
By Lemma 2.2 and its proof, we see that 
~,  2 ¢~,i(~,d) 2
t6 k(~) 
, := L4=0 ),~,4(~) + 1 
coth a id,  
< d~al 1 x tanhald, 
- tanh a id ,  
cotha ld ,  
if 6 = s and k = 1, 
if 5 = s and k = 2, 
if 5 = b and k = 1, 




oo 2¢k#(~, d) 
i----O 
where ds = 1, db= 1 + 3/(2d), a l  = ~ + 1, and {¢6,i(~,y)}~_>0 is an orthonormal basis of 
L~(I). Then 
k 2 oo (A&i(~) + 1) 2 4 ¢~,/(~,d) 2
IIw~ linch,,) = Z:  (~,,(e)- p)~ x~,(e) + 1 -< 20~ t6,k(~), (5.14) 
i=0 
where 8~ - 1 ÷ (1 + 1pl)1~6 and 76 = min~>o{A&i(~) - p}. 
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By Lemma 2.2 and Cauchy inequality, we see from (5.12) and (5.14) that 
I 2 ¢~#((,d)k 2 
IpCf¢,~(¢)l = 2¢ (2¢ ~ - p) ~]  ,=o ~ - ~  < 12¢(2(=-P)Ie'~"~(() 
and 
~=0 ¢6,~(¢, )¢6,~(¢,a) 
p Ic,',=(¢11 == - p[ + 12fi (2( ~ - p)l ~ 2 , d ~ 
< 12( 2-  p[ + 12( (2( 2 - 0)106 ~/te,1(()te,2((). 
It follows from (5.11)-(5.16) that 
°~w# < 2vSp -~ I#? - #F112( (2( 2 - p) [ o~V/t~,~(()t~,~(()t~,=(O 
OY m E((,I) - -  
To estimate divide ( into two cases. H Oym HE(~,I), we now 
CASE 1. (2 > p. Then 0 < f12 _ fll 2 _< p, [2~2 _ p[ _< 2fi2, and 
m f~ $m/2-1 dt < m fl~-2 _morn-2 
It follows from (5.12) and (5.17) that 
0rnWkoY m S(~,l) -- < 4Vf2m~(O~t6'l((lt~'2(()t6'k(() + v/2(m + 1)f12n06 V/~6'6'k(() 
< V/2(5m + 1)fl~nd~9~V tf~6,,k((). 
CASE 2. (2 _< p. Then [fill 2 <_ p, [•12 __ p, [Zln _ ~n[ _< pro~2, and 12( 2 -p [  _< p. 
from (5.12) and (5.18) that 
Omw~ < 4VZ2pm/2(O~/Q,z(()t&2(()t6,k(() + 2V~pm/206 v t~6,,k(() 
OY m E((,I) - -  
<- 6x/2pm/2 d~O~ ,k  ((). 
Combining (5.10), (5.18), and (5.19), we obtain 
no 2 
i=O k=l  
+(5m+l)2/3md2rnk (d) Z  lsZ,,I = 
i=no+l  k=l  
no 2 
i=0  k=l  
n~ 2 
+(5m + 1)2/~t+1/2d2t+lk2(d) ~, ~ I ] L I  = (1 + ,2) t+1/2 t6,k(,i ) 
i----no+l k=l  
n~ 2 
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where k$(d) = 2v/~d~O 2, /z2, -p/(a+ 2) <_/~-ld-2 and C1 (d) = max{5m+l, 6p m/2 (flV2d)~-t-1/2}. 
It follows from (5.12) that 
oo 2 o~ 2 
2 k 2 
i=n~+l  k=l  i~-n~+l k=l  
oo 2 
< 402 (1 ' 2 \ - t - l~2  1)t+l/2 ~ 2 
i=n~+l  k=l  
oo 2 
<- 4021~t+l/2d2t+l E ~ (1 + #/2)t+I/2 ]f2#12t,,k(#~). 
i=n l+ l  k=l  
Hence, by (5.20) and (5.21), we get from (5.13) that 
flU8 2 2 U 2 - v,  lls,(a.) Ilu,,~ + 
2 
< T,k~(d)C,(d)flt+'/2d =t+' ~ ~ (1 + #~)t+,/9_ IfLl't,,.(~,,) 
i=0  k=l  
2 2 t+ l /2  2 t+ l  2 <_ r6k~(d)Cl(d)C2(/5, d)~ d IIp6IIH~., 
(5.21) 
n~ Bo (q~',v) (,ui) = Ai",~ (kVj ,v)L2(, ) , Vv • Sn'(I). 
Assume that up' is a reduced solution corresponding to V~ (gt a) of the problem p(f~a, p+, p~-, 
p, ~/) for/5 • {s, b}, where n~ = (e, t - 1) and nb= (e -- 1, e) with e > 2. Then there are constants 
C1 (d), C2 (/5, d), C3 (p) such that 
IIU8 n~ - u~ HE,(n,,) < 2d*O~vr/'~*Cl(d)C2(/5,d)C3(p)I3t/2+I/4dt+I/21]p*IIH~,, 
where m is the smallest even integer with m >_ t + 1/2 and m _< ~, fl = ((~ + 3)Ce,m) 1/m, 
Ce,m = (e - m)t / (e  + re)l, Ca(p) = 1 + (1 + Ipl)ca, C8 = 1 + (p + 1)/(ha - e(n6)), and r, ,  d~, 8~, 
Cl(d), and C2(/5, d) are the same constants as in Theorem 5.1. 
PROOF. By assumption, we have 
B_ . ( .~ ,  v) = F~(v), Vv  e H (ad) ,  (5.22) 
for/5 E {s,b}, where F,(v) 2 2 = )-']~i=1 (Pi,,, vi(x, d) + (-1)i+lvi(x, -d) )n  and Fb(V) = ~i=1 (Pi,b, v, 
(x, d) + (- i ) iv~(x,-d))n.  If w • Vn, (f~d), then there is v, • Vn, (f~d) with live]IS 1 = 1 such that 
1 
B_,, (w - u~", va) ___ ~ IIw - u~" lIE, 
by Theorem 4.1 and its proof, where C8 = 1 + (1 + Ip l ) / (n,  - e(ns)) .  Since 
B_,(w " '  v)=B_p(w-u~,v) VvEV.,( f~ d) - -U~ , , , 
where C2(s,d) = (1 + d- l )  1/2 and C2(b,d) = (db+ d-lyrdb) 1/2. Therefore, the proof is com- 
plete. | 
THEOREM 5.2. The hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 is given. Assume that J is the set of pairs (i, j) 
n5 of integers such that A6j(#i) <_ p and 1 <_ j <_ 2m - 1. Let e(n~) := max(i,j)6 g 1~6, j _ l (~ i )  -- 
As,j (#~)]. Suppose that {@~,~ (#~, y)} is an orthonormal basis of S~ (I) in the norm L 2 (I) and 
n6 2m-  1 ~,j-l(~,) <- ~,~(~) for {&6j(#i)}j=l is the nondecreasing sequence of real numbers uch that n~ 
j = 2, 3 , . . . ,2m-  1 and 
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Figure 2. 'The graphs of the energy Ilu~,dll~, and the error £.~(N, d,p) with p = 100 
for N = 1,2,3.  
~l lw "'  - u~ lie, <_ B_p (w - u2 , ,v~)  = B_p(w - u6,v~) _< (1 + Ipl)llw u611, 
so that  IIw - u~' l l~,  _< (1 + Ipl)C611u~ - wll~, .  Thus, 
Ilu~ "' _ - u6 I1~, < I1=~ - wilE, + IIw - u~"lle, 
< (Z + (z + IPl)C~)Ilu~ - wl l~, ,  
This implies that 
f lu6  " '  _ - u 6 IIEI < (1 + (1 -{- Ipl)C~) inf 
wEVn6 (f~) 
By Theorem 5.1 and (5.23), the proof is complete. 
Vw ~ v . ,  ( f ld) .  
Ilu6 - wl J~, .  (5.23) 
| 
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Figure 3. The graphs of the energy [lU~,dIIE 1 and the error Eb(N, d, p) with p 
for N ---- 1 ,2,3.  
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6. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
In this final section, we present the results of numerical computations that illustrate the the- 
oretical results obtained in the previous section. An input data f(x) := 1 can be expressed 
as  
oo 
f(x) = ~ 2(-1)'+1 h2i-l(X), (6 .1 )  
~=1 #2i-1 
in L2(~), where fl = i - l ,  1), #i = i~r/2, and h2~-l(X) = cos(#2~_lX). We shall take the sum 
of the first few terms in (6.1) as an input data in our computation. We shall solve problems 
P(f~d,p+,p~-, p,~l) with (~ = 0.3 for ~ • {s,b}, where fl d := ~ x I, I = ( -d,d) ,  p~ = (O,p(x)) t, 
P~b = (0, =l:p(x)) t, and p(x) := ~-:~°l(2(-1)i+l)/(/~2i_l)-h2i_l(X ). Let u p be the exact solution - 5,d 
of the problem P(f /d,p+,p~-,p,~l)  for 5 • {s,b}. Then u p is given by 5,d 
50 
i--1 ~2 i - I  
for ~ • {s,b}, where h2,-l(X) = sin(/~2i-lX), (a~l#(~,Y), a~2,,(~,y))t := w2(~,y), and w2(~,y) is 
given in (5.7) and (5.8). Let 
vN (N0, I) := span { Cl (y), C~(y),., C2~o-1 (y), y, y~, - ,  y~(--~o)- ~ } 
and 
VN(no , I )  ;--~ span  (C2(Y), C4(Y),..., C2no(Y), 1,y2,y4,...,y2(N-n°)-2}, 
where C2~(Y) = 1 /v~cos(x f~Y) ,  C2i-l(Y) = 1 /v~s in (~y)  for i >_ 1, Co(Y) = 1 /x /~,  and 
v~i = (i~r)2 /(2d) 2 for i >_ 0. 
Let ,  p,m~ be the finite element solution of the reduced problem V~ ~ (P) with n6 (hi,6, n2,6) Ltd,n6 
and m6 = (ml,6, m2,6) corresponding to p(~d, p+, p~, p, ~1) by the finite element method on the 
domain ~ := [-1,1] in double precision for ~ • {s, b}, where the domain was divided into 22 
uniform elements, the degree p of polynomials on each element was taken p = 20, and 
f (H I (~)  ® l~'n,.,(ml,s,I)) x (H(°) (~)® Vn2.~(m2,8,I)), if ~ --- s, 
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Figure 4. The graphs of the energy IlU~,dIIE~ and the error Eb(N, d, p) with p = 1 
for N = 1,2,3. 
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Figure 5. The graphs of the energy [lu~,aHE1 and the error Eb(N,d,p) with p = 10 
for N= 1,2,3. 
Denote by E6(N, d, p) the error ilU~,d _ Ud,n 6p,m~ lIE1 for m8 = mb = (0, 0), by R6(0, N,  p) the 
relative error HU~,d p,m, p = = (0,0), and by R6(1, N,p) the relative - Ud,n, IIs,/llU6,dllel for m, mb 
error Ilu~, d p,m6 p = (0,1) and mb (1,0), where ns = (2N, 2N 1) and - ud,. ,  Ilk, Ilium,dill, for m.  ----- - 
nb = (2N- l ,  2N) .  To get Figures 1-6, we first compute the errors Eb(N, d, p) and Es(N, dl, p) for 
N = 1, 2, 3 on the cases p = -1 ,  1, 10, 100, where we take 471 values d in the interval [0.0002, 0.4] 
and 256 values dl  in the interval [0.0002, 0.5]. By (2.7) and (3.3), we can get precisely from 
Theorem 3.1 that 
(1 
Ilu,~llE,(r~,,) < (1 + ~ )  C6llp6llH;,,,~(n), (6.2) 
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Figure 6. The graphs of the energy liu~,dllEz and the error Eb(N, d, p) with p - 100 
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Figure 7. The graphs of the relative error Rs(0, N, p) and Rs(1, N, p) with d = 0.1 
for N = 1,2,3. 
where C8 = d 1/2, Cb = (db+ d- ivy )  1/2, and db= 1 + 3/(2d). By Theorem 4.2 and its proof, 
there is a constant C(N, p, 6) such that 
E,(N, d, p) <_ C(p, 6)C,(N, d)IIp,[IH~N-,/2(n), (6.3) 
for d < 1, where Cs(N,d) = d 2N+1/2 and Cb(N,d) = d 2N-9/4.  
In Figures 1 and 2, we can see that the estimates for the energy IlUP,dl]~l in (6.2) are optimal 
with 0(d1/2). In addition, the estimates for the error Es(N, d, p) in (6.3) are of order O(d2N+l/2), 
and they clearly coincide with the graphs of Figures 1 and 2 for N = 1. In view of the fact that 
the performance of the higher models show stronger boundary layer, Figures 1 and 2 show the 
effect for the model N = 2, 3. 
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Figure 8. The graphs of the relative error Ra(O,N,p) and R~(1, N,p) with d = 0.1 
for N = 1,2. 
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Figure 9. The graphs of the relative error Rs(0, N, p) and Rs(1, N, p) with d = 0.1 
for N = 1,2. 
However, the estimates for llU~,dllEi in (6.2) with  O(d -3/4) are not optimal since HuP, dlls~ 
seems to have O(d -1/~) from Figures 3-6. Besides, the estimates for the error Eb(N, d, p) in (6.3) 
are of order O(d2N-9/4), and they clearly are not optimal because Figures 3-6 show that they 
have a convergence rate O(d 1/4) for N = 1. Figure 3 also shows that the performance of the 
higher models show stronger boundary layer for N = 2, 3. 
To get Figures 7-12, we compute the relative errors Rb(rn, N, p) and Rs(m, N, Pl) for d = 0.1 
and for N = 1, 2, 3 on the cases m = 0, 1, where we take 1269 values p in the interval [0.001,200] 
and 771 values Pl in the interval [0,200]. In our computation, there is little difference between 
the relative error R6(0, N, p) and R6(1, N, p) for N = 3 and for $ E {s, b} when p is in the interval 
[o,2oo1. 
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Figure 10. The graphs of the relative error Rb(0, N, p) and Rb(1, N,  p)  with d = 0.1 
for N = 1,2,3. 
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Figure 11. The graphs of the relative error Rb(O,  N ,  p)  and Rb(1, N, p) with d = 0.1 
for N= 1,2. 
In Figure 7, we display the graphs of Rs(O,N,p) and Rs(1,N,p) on the interval [0,200] for 
N = 1, 2, 3. It is clear that the position of these peaks about the graphs of Rs(0, N, p) is different 
from that about the graphs of Rs(1, N, p) for N = 1. Also, the relative error Rs(O, N, p) is much 
smaller than Rs(1, N, p) except that p is near eigenvalues for N = 1. In Figures 8 and 9, we can 
see that Rs(0, N, p) is much smaller than Rs(1, N, p) for N = 2 when p is near eigenvalues. 
In Figure 10, we display the graphs of Rb(0, N, p) and Rb(1, N, p) on the interval [10 -3, 200] for 
N = 1,2, 3. It is clear that the position of these peaks about the graphs of Rb(0, N, p) is different 
from that about the graphs of Rb(1, N, p) for N = 1. Also, the relative error Rb(O, N, p) is much 
smaller than Rb(1,N,p) except that p is near eigenvalues for N = 1. In Figures 11 and 12, we 
can see that Rb(O, N, p) is much smaller than Rb(1, N, p) for N = 2 when p is near eigenvalues. 
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Figure 12. The graphs of the relative error Rb(0, N, p) and Rb(1, N, p) with d -- 0.1 
fe rN= 1,2. 
In conclusion, numerical experiments how that the relative error R6 (0, N,  p), taken only poly- 
nomials as shape functions, is smaller than R6(1, N,  p), taken one tr igonometric function and few 
polynomials as shape functions, for higher model  N _> 2. As for N -- 1, R6(0, N,  p) is also smaller 
than R~(1, N,  p) except that p lies in the small neighborhood of eigenvalues. 
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